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February 27, 2012 

To: IOM ICA Technical Sub-Committee 

Re: Radio Transmission Received From On Board Receivers 

Since the inception of the 2.4 Ghz spread spectrum radios it has been obvious that receivers no longer 

only receive. In order to have those radios function, the transmitter and receiver have to exchange 

information almost constantly. All of that is generally a well known situation. 

Also, for some forms of radio control activities, many of the radio manufacturers have created telemetry 

systems to feed back certain data to the transmitter to allow the operator to know what is happening on 

board whatever craft/vehicle they are using. 

Also, even without telemetry, it is possible to do some amount of programming at the transmitter level 

to allow some manner of control of the channels we are allowed to use that alters their function from 

the simple proportional functions that were the normal and only way they worked for many years. 

These include using the exponential function to alter the way a control works to allow for a non-

proportional movement and the ability to assign settings to certain switches to provide some distinct 

pre-set positions to things like the sheet controls. And likely many others. 

These programming features are available on even some of the least expensive radios that are available. 

However, those programming features do not change the interaction between the operator and the 

boat. In other words, we still only control two on board devices that control the two allowed controls, 

rudder position and sheeting control position, and that only happens because the operator moves the 

controls and switches. Nothing happens automatically. 

So at this point, we have still got the fundamental controls in place and no real on board automation. 

Not long ago, we voted on a change to our rules to allow for some form of battery monitoring system to 

be a part of the radio equipment we are allowed to have. A positive move. The rules do not indicate how 

that battery monitor will work or display its results. It could be a digital readout or maybe just a series of 

LEDs or really anything else. Contrary to one opinion recently given (not an official one by any means) 

the rules do not rule out the display protruding from the deck. There is actually no definition at all about 

how an operator can receive whatever information the monitoring system generates. 

This change not only benefits the operator by allowing them change out any low voltage battery before 

it quite functioning all together but also saves event organizers some number of rescues of boats that 

have quit operating due to dead batteries. 

Now we fast forward a bit to currently available radio systems.  

Many of them (certainly virtually all of the new releases from all of the major manufacturers) include a 

function where the voltage of the receiver, or on board, battery is displayed on the screen of the 
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transmitter. This feature does not change how the boat is operated, does not change any of the 

functionality of the two allowed controls and does nothing to automate the functions of those same two 

controls. This feature is now delivered on some of the more reasonably priced offerings from the radio 

manufacturers. 

We think that it should also be remembered that our impact on the radio control industry is very small. 

We adapt their equipment to fit our needs. Very few manufacturers make specific radio sailing 

equipment and then only in a very limited scope. Our standing up and saying we won't accept new 

technology will have little effect on what is available to us. The day of the ultra simple 2 channel radio is 

pretty much passed by now. 

It is our proposal that IOM ICA issue and Emergency Rule to allow the use of these radios in our 

competitions with immediate effect. 

We think that using the wording that MYA has added to their standard Sailing Instructions is a starting 

place. 

That wording is: 

Except for radio link information & monitoring of onboard battery condition no radio transmission from the boat 

shall be received by the competitor. 

While we think this wording should be sufficient for the time being it is likely that the entire section 

regarding radios, control and the technology involved may need to be reviewed to provide guidance 

both for the competitors and for event technical personnel as to how to ensure that other automation is 

not in use.  

So far it appears as though none of the manufacturers is offering on board, receiver level programming 

so that would tend to mean that any schemes to provide automated trimming of rudder of sheeting 

systems would have to be by way of an additional on board device. That should be easy to discover 

during a tech session. I would think that if anyone added such a device after passing tech it would 

eventually become obvious that their boat was self adjusting itself (someone walking along talking to 

everyone while their boat is sheeting out in gust or adjusting its course) and could be dealt with by a 

quick shore side inspection and subsequent dismissal from the event (if not form radio sailing 

completely). 

We ask that you and your committee consider this request and issue an emergency rule as suggested or 

clarify that this equipment is illegal. 

 

Barry Fox 

IOM NCA for Canada Class Secretary 

 


